
BOTH WORLDS – THE SYNOPSIS 

Both Worlds is based on the true story of my parallel lives – my everyday life and my 

communication with the Spirit World - from pre-birth to sixteen years of age.  It explains how I 

became the person I am today. 

I believe it is a book that demonstrates the power and influence Spirit can have in all our lives.  It 

describes how I grew and matured in Spirit alongside my earthly life as a neglected hungry child, 

rejected by a jealous and selfish mother.   

Through my story I hope to pass on vital information to all those who feel the need to understand 

more about life, death and how the departed can continue to communicate with us. 

The book will appeal to a wide range of readers, not just those who already believe in Spirit or the 

afterlife. I am confident the book will appeal to everyone whether agnostic, atheist or devoutly 

religious, they will find it an interesting, worthwhile, and possibly enlightening read. 

Although my life on a council estate in the late fifties, early sixties, may not seem that unusual, I 

tell of the hunger and poverty I and my siblings encountered.  My father was madly in love with 

my mother, but he was a compulsive gambler and she was a totally selfish woman. She appeared 

completely indifferent to me, except when she caught me talking to Spirit, and then she would 

ridicule me in front of anyone in the house.  Unfortunately, in my early childhood I sometimes 

found it difficult to distinguish Spirit from living beings.  Once I knew the difference, I was a lot 

more careful. 

I believe that because of my ‘Gift’ for seeing, hearing, and communicating with Spirit my siblings 

and I were often targeted, as children, by negative Spirit.  Lots of these encounters are included in 

the book, along with some premonitions, often extraordinarily accurate and frightening, that I 

have had.  My elder sister ‘Eve’ (Barbara) who helped me write “Both Worlds” has had several 

psychic experiences herself and having shared my childhood can verify all that has happened. 

Having said this, the book is not all about doom, gloom, and scary monsters; these are included to 

show how I grew to understand the Spirit world.  Through vivid accounts of my own life I 

demonstrate how ones’ ‘Spirit Guides’ work to protect you in this world and beyond.  It is about 

understanding the interconnectedness of both worlds and how hopeful, helpful, and often 

comforting that can be. 

The book hints at how I become a full-time Medium in later life - I began doing sittings with 

remarkable accuracy at the age of twelve – 30p a go for friends’ mothers’!   

It is not just a story of facing and overcoming adversity, but, I believe, much more than that.  It is 

two stories about two lives, which are mine, running parallel in Both Worlds. 

Having completed this first book ‘Both Worlds’ I am already working on the second book about my 

life from 16 to 37 years old (the first chapter is already written and I thought might be included at 

the end of ‘Both Worlds’?)  I then intend to write a third from 37 years old to the present day, 

working as a successful international full-time medium. 

 Susan Bond 


